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NHS WHITE PAPER

THE NEED FOR A
PROLONGED
CAMPAIGN
The NHS White Paper is an attempt by the
Government to convince the public that they
have thought out a rational solution to the
problems of the NHS. Yet the only major
problem the NHS faces is one of underfunding.
Despite the Government's claim that they have
increased spending on the NHS, close scrutiny of the figures reveals an estimated shortfall of £3,000 million. Independent observers
suggest that there has been an unprecedented squeeze on the NHS since the Tories
came into office. As a percentage of Gross
Domestic Product, Britain now spends less on
health than almost every other Western country.
The Tories' approach to health care has been
one of shifting the social responsibility for
health to the individual. This lessens the cost
of health to the state (and indirectly to the
capitalist) and allows the intervention of private health care companies - who predict
handsome profits. These companies also pay
money into Conservative Party coffers and
employ Tory MPs as a powerful parliamentary
lobby.
The most striking aspect of the White Paper is
that the only planning present is financial
planning. There is no discussion of the need to
cater for an ageing population or action on our
dreadful perinatal mortality statistics. There is
no indication that the Government is going to
implement the recommendations of the Black
and Whitehead Reports which revealed widening class differences in health. There are no
planning targets for the number of hip replacements, kidney operations etc. that we should
aim for in the 1990s. Perhaps most pertinent
of all, there is no discussion of the impact of
housing, nutrition, sanitation, health education
and clean air and water on our health. Most of
these have been adversely affected by Tory
policies either indirectly via measures such as
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benefit cuts and the Poll Tax, or directly by
Government neglect of water quality, sewage
discharges and food standards.
To be able to understand the implications of
the White Paper, it is essential to be familiar
with the structure of the NHS. The NHS can be
separated into three main areas: Primary Health
Care (or the General Practitioner service), the
District General Hospital (to which GPs will
refer patients if further treatment if required)
and Community Health (which has been particularly neglected). InWales, the Welsh Office
funds both the Health Authorities, who fund the
hospitals, and the Family Practitioner's Committees, who fund General Practice.
The novel proposal in the White Paper is the
'Internal Market' which will change the role of
Health Authorities from the 'providers' to the
'purchasers' of health care for their community. The creation of the Internal Market requires that two fundamental changes be made
to the NHS. The first of these is the 'Hospital
Trust'. These will be DistrictGeneral Hospitals
which will have 'opted out' of Health Authority
control and will be free to sell their services to
all-comers. Services which will be for sale
include diagnostic services and elective surgery - which means the quickie, profitable
operations such as hip replacements, cardiac
bypass etc. Medical admissions and accident

& emergency services will still be funded by
the local Health Authority who will, the Paper
says, dictate a critical level of these services
to be provided by the Trusts. Because they will
manage their own budgets, individual Trusts
are likely to charge different amounts for the
same service. A Trust which reduces labour
costs, for example, will be more competitive.
The second major reform necessary for the
creation of the Internal Market, is the 'GP
Budget'. This will allow Practices of over 11,000
patients to control their own expenditure and
they will be allowed to plough any savings back
into the Practice. The objective seems to be to
encourage GPs to search for the cheapest
available hospital facilities - and these may not
be those nearest to home. patients may have
reason to suspect that their GPs are skimping
on their treatment, to save money, and most
will certainly not want to travel miles away from
family and friends at times of illness, just to
save their GP a few pounds. GPs may also be
reluctant to take on patients with chronic
conditions which require expensive treatment.
In addition, the allocation to Practices will be
proportional to the number of patients on their
lists (capitation) which seems likely to lead to
GPs spending less time with each patient.
There is no evidence that the Internal Market
Continued on page 3

EDITORIAL

Firstly, I have to apologize for the late arrival of
this edition. No sooner did I try to bring this
paper out regularly, than it went and stopped
altogether. I have moved house during the
summer, and living out of cardboard boxes is
bad enough, but producing a paper when
everything is packed away is just plain impossible. Anyway, hopefully it's business as usual
from now on. Undeterred, we shall be attempting to produce 6 editions next year. Copy date
for the next issue, due out in January, is Thursday Dec 21 st. so get writing!
Since the last issue we have seen considerable changes in the political climate. Not only
have the Tories continued to sink in the popularity stakes, but with Labour gaining ground,
the centre parties have been squeezed out like
the cream from a sponge cake. Even the
Greens are likely to fail to make a breakthrough, despite the obvious popularity of
their environmental policies, because people
are becoming increasingly desperate to get
rid of the Tories, and see Labour as the only
party with a chance of winning. Many whose
opinions are perhaps closer to the Liberal or
Social Democratic tradition, are now ready to
vote Labour, to get rid of Thatcher whilst
something remains.
One of the more incongruous committees I sit
on, (as a representative of the Co-operative
movement), consists of local businessmen,
bankers, etc. and when we last met on October 9th, the day before the Tory Conference
opened, and the day interest rates went up yet
again, not one word of praise was uttered for
them or their policies, and many present were
openly hostile to the present regime. If they no
longer support the Tories, who does?
The poorer members of society have known
from the beginning what Thatcherism meant
for them, but the failure of the economy has
been hidden from the middle classes, by what
Macmillan called "selling off the family silver"
to finance tax cuts, and still keep the social
services alive, if not healthy. Now, however,
much has already been sold, and what remains is increasingly difficult to sell, as public
opposition to the rape of the public coffers
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increases. In order to sell Water and Electricity, the price will have to be set low, and special
concessions granted. For instance, Public
Utilities have traditionally not had to have
public liability insurance, on the understanding
that being Government owned, the Government would pick up the tab for any major
disaster. How much would public liability insurance cost for nuclear power, post Chernobyl?
After 2 collapses of the Stock exchange, (the
second predicted exclusively in our Feb '88
edition) and further massive rises in the balance of payments deficit, coupled with interest rates double that of our competitors, there
is much nervousness in the business community, not only of possible business collapse,
but of what will happen to them should they fall
ill, or when they get old. This will be added to
over the coming months by further inevitable
cutbacks in public spending. The arithmetic is
simple. No taxes = no Government spending.
The Tories have lived a lie for 1a years. The
poor saw through it from the beginning, but
now the truth is dawning on the rest of Britain.
The Tory lie was an attractive one, of a wealthy
society financed without taxation, and many
wanted to believe it. Now we are left with an
economy in very poor health, and the next
government will have a hard job to put it right.
It has been the story of every Tory Government
this century. Every time, they have raped the
economy for private gain, and left the mess to
the next administration. Our task now, is not
just to get rid of them, but to make sure they
never come back'

LETTERS
I write to you on behalf of the Chile Solidarity
Campaign with a very earnest appeal for money.
I know Just how frequent and tiresome such
appeals are, but may I explain why the Campaign is in such urgent need of help?
As you know, we do not have charitable status.
We depend entirely on trade union affiliation
fees, individual subscriptions, sponsored
events, and - heavily - on sales of T-shirts and
Chilean craft goods (produced by co-operatives and families of political prisoners). Perhaps because the last year has focussed so
strongly on Cgntral America, perhaps because
people think that Chile is back on the road to

YO U are involved in

democracy, perhaps because our sales efforts have not been vigorous enough, our
income has not met our expenditure. While we
have large stocks of goods, we have some
substantial bills outstanding, and the position
is difficult.
We have cut our costs to the minimum, by
leaving two staff vacancies unfilled (we have
splendid support from volunteers) and cutting
down on office space and postponing new
needed office equipment. But this does not
resolve our problems.
At the same time, we have a tremendous
amount to do this year, in the approach to the
Presidential election. It is CSC which, in Chile,
is the visible and important agency of the
British labour movement support for all those
who fight for democracy. We must be able to
maintain our high profile amongst the trade·
unions and Opposition parties there during the
crucial period ahead.
We are therefore launching a "REACHING FOR
FREEDOM" Appeal to fund our work, with a
target of £30,000. Could you possibly contribute whatever you can spare? The Campaign
will be very grateful, and we will, of course,
acknowledge any cheque you send, which
should be made payable to the Chile Solidarity
Campaign, at 129 Seven Sisters Road, London N7 7QG.1 do hope you will feel able to help
us a little. It is a very long time since 1973: but
Chile has been central to our concerns ever
since. It still is.
Judith Hart - Co-chair.
(Editors note: The campaigns goods are
stocked at The Peace Shop in Mackintosh
Place.)
Decade of Despair - A collection of writings from
26 people across the country, describing their ex-

periences of poverty during the last 10 years.
"The voices of the poor are seldom heard. Many
people speak and write about poverty ...but they are
not poor. They write about the statistics and the
trends ...The poor are seldom given the floor except
in the briefest of quotations.
This collection is the poor writing of their experience. There is little drama. There are few fine
phrases. Poverty does not often produce that kind
of writing. What it produces reflects the nature of
poverty - the way it grinds people down, the way it
destroys their individuality, the way it dulls their
aspirations .. "
Paul Wilding, University of Manchester.
The Decade of Despair is available from the Campaign against Poverty, 47 Upper Lloyd Street, Moss
Side, Manchester M14 4HY, Price £2.00.
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South Glamorgan Branch
c/o Wales Office - 6th Floor, Heron
House
35-43 Newport Road, Cardiff, CF2 1UJ
Telephone: (0222) 493110

ADVERTISE IN
UNION EYES
Union Eyes is the Official Publication
of CardiffT rades Union Council, and is
available free to every trade-unionist
in the Cardiff area
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
Quarter page
Eighth page
Twelfth page
Sixteenth page
Twentyfourth page

£80
£42
£33
£25
£19

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
20p per word. Payment with order
only
Series booking will get you a substantial discount - Apply for detailsThe Editor
c/o Fingerprints
Pen-y-Wain Lane
Roath
Cardiff CF2 3NH
Tel 482582 Fax 499429
You don't have to face them on your own
I received in a Saturday's post, some weeks ago, a
summons to a Restart interview on the Monday
morning, the short notice apparently as a result of
understaffing in the Department of Employment. I
proposed a motion on the matter to my union
branch, (ACTS 4/45), which passed it on to Cardiff
Trades Council. This led to them passing a motion
demanding better notice, and the right to be accompanied.

NHS WHITE PAPER -

Continued from page 1

will funcion at all, since there have been no
pilot studies. It will almost certainly dramatically increase administrative costs to levels
seen in health care systems in other western
countries. To quote an advisor to Laing &
Buisson, 'the NHS Trust will playa crucial role
as a catalyst. The fact that Health Authorities
will be buying services from NHS Trusts will
give them the skills and information to seek
more attractive terms from other suppliers,
including private hospitals.' Yet, the House of
Commons Social Services Committee recently
concluded that. ..'the Government's plans to
expand the private sector ... would lead to
greater inequities of access (to health care)
according to income ...and to an explosion of
overall expenditure. More ofthe Nation's money
would be spent on health with little extra
return' .

To mobilise its members, Region 11 of MSF is
sending all of its groups an information pack
which contains names and addresses of Health
Authority chairmen & members, MPs, MEPs,
Community Health Councillors etc. so that
local campaigning groups can be established
around particular Practices and hospitals. A
letter writing campaign to local media coupled
to local events will also be vital.

Private laboratories, too, will be encouraged.
The White paper talks specifically of 'greater
scope for contracting-out Prof. & Tech. services' which will spell the end of national negotiations on pay and conditions for laboratory
staff. This will adversely affect training and
reduce the quality of the service provided, to
that seen in the USA where, the Wall Street
Journal has commented, 'the cervical screening industry is kept afloat by overworked,
unsupervised, poorly-paid technicians ...allowed
to analyse up to four times as many specimens
per year as medical experts recommend for
safety'.

A broader campaign has been initiated by the
South Wales 'Hands-Off our NHS' group which
aims, initially, to inform the public of the
implications of the White Paper and to build on
their opposition to the Government's proposals for the NHS. Initially, this will take the form
of petitioning people against the White Paper
as a way of mobilising for a demonstration to
coincide with the debate, in Parliament, on the
NHS Bill in early Spring. However, to transform
the NHS into a health care system of which we
can once again be proud will require a prolonged c.ampaign - beyond the next election.
Consequently, it is essential to ensure that this
issue becomes deeply embedded in the labour movement's consciousness. The campaign against the White Paper starts from a
position of popular support in the community.
Your local 'Hands-Off' group will be hoping that
this will translate into support from the organised labour movement too.
For further information on the campaign,
contact Paul Baines, at the Dept. of Haematology, Heath Hospital, Cardiff.

As a result, the secretary wrote to the Department
of Employment. The following reply, dated 23rd
August 1989, was received:
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So if necessary you can delay your interview in
order to arrange for someone to accompany you,
who can give you moral support and if necessary
act as a witness to what was actually said. (I did this,
was accompanied by a fellow member of my union
branch, and my Restart interviewer was as nice as
pie.) What are needed next are volunteers to accompany unemployed people on request, and a
scheme to put you in touch with them. If you are
willing to act as such a volunteer, please write to
Cardiff Unemployed Group, c/o 11, Station Terrace, Cowbridge Road West, Ely, Cardiff CF5 4AA.
I hope that progress on the scheme can be reported
in the next issue of Union Eyes.
Jill Hutt ACTS
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THE POLL TAX - TORIES DUMP "N
REPLACE HIM WITH" PATTEN, THE MIN
THE POLICY, HOWE
City Council figures reveal that single
householders in Adamsdown will be
better off under the Poll Tax
As can be seen in the graph below, published by Cardiff City Council Treasurers Dept
Single householders inAdamsdownwili be better off by the princeley sum of £11 per
year. Much as we wish them well, the bad news is that, for the so called average family
of two adults, only those in Cyncoed and Lisvane will be better off.
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DON'T LO
RIGHT T
The Poll Tax register and the Voting
Average
Rate Bills
1989190

Register are completely separate.
Obviously the Poll Tax Registration
Officer is going to examine the
Voting Register, but they are only
allowed to do so as a check on
accuracy of information supplied,
and not to register you for the Poll
Tax.
The law is quite clear,You must
pay the poll tax where you
normally live, but you can register to vote where you wish.
The fact that you wish to vote here,
does not mean you have to register here for the Poll Tax. Already in
Scotland the number of people
registered to vote has dropped,
despite our ever increasing population.
The forms have been issued to register to vote, but the register is not

4

Cardiff Campaign
plans Demo to
present its
petition to the
Welsh Office, and
then on to
Parliament
Pole-Axe the Poll Tax, the Cardiff Campaignagainst the Poll Tax, is presently collecting
signatures on a declaration of opposition to
the Poll Tax. These will be brought to the Rally
on Nov 11. outside the Welsh Office, and from
there they will be sent on to Parliament.

SE YOUR

o

VOTE

yet complete. If you have not yet
registered, contact the Electoral
Registration Officer at City Hall as
soon as possible

The Campaign is non sectarian, and membership is open to all those opposed to the Poll
Tax, whether they are in favour of denying the
law by non payment of the Tax, or wish to work
through constitutional means. The aim of the
group is to co-ordinate all campaigning against
the tax, and to keep constituent groups aware
of any new developments.
A number of Ward Labour Parties and Trades
Union Branches are already affilliated, as well
as local anti-Poll Tax groups, and community
interest groups, but more are needed if the
campaign is to be succesful.
If you wish to find out more about the Campaign, or help in any way, contact Bert Pearce,
21 Rhigos Gardens, Cathays, Cardiff CF2 4LS
Tel 226729.

Data Protection
Rules Flouted by
Poll Tax
Registration
Officers
Out of a total of 403 Poll Tax Registration
Officers in England and Wales, 384 had submitted their forms to the Data Protection
Registrar by July 31 st. Of these, only 37 were
pass~d as legal, 43 were turned down, and the
remaining 304 were sent back with queries.
.
I
At a Press Conference to .Iaunch his Annua
Report, the Registrar, Mr Enc Howe was asked
whether his approach to thiS problem was not
too slow, as millions of people would have
already received the forms before they were
approved. He replied that he was certain he
could prevent the information being used. In
Cardiff the forms have been sent out with the
question about family relationships blanked
out, as this was an illegal question. If you had
a form with the question still on, you cannot be
compelled to fill it in. If you have filled it in, then
demand its return, together with a written
undertaking that the information has been
destroyed.
Any information held on computer, obtained
by illegal questions must be destroyed on
instruction from the Data Protection Registrar. Additionally, after lobbying from the NCCL
the Department of the Environment has Instructed counCils that any data held In any
manual form will also have to be destroyed.

working together in Wales

for better public services
• Do you ReAI..I~E.1lie
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South West Region, Williamson House,
17 Newport Road, Cardiff, CF2 ITB.
Tel: (0222) 491260
Regional Sec. Ivor J. Thompson
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BOSCH CHOOSE MISKIN, BUT WHY?
Bosch have just announced their intention to open a new
factory at Miskin, just inside the South Glamorgan county
border. Does this represent merely a great opportunity, or...
Is the Bosch multinational
"social dumping"?
The German firm Robert Bosch is about to
start building at Miskin, just outside Cardiff, a
factory to build a new compact type of alternator for cars. They plan to employ 560 people
when production starts in 1991, building up to
over 1200 in 1995. It plans to train locallyrecruited workers, and at least some of the
jobs involved are recognised as skilled ones.
The firm was founded in 1886 in Stuttgart and
is still a private limited liability company (GmbH)
with its headquarters and some 10,000 of its
workers in Stuttgart, Cardiff's German twin
city. Its turnover makes it one of Germany's
ten biggest companies.
However, it is already a multinational. According to the firm's own press release, 52,000 of
its 165,000 workers and 50 of its works were
outside Germany in mid 1988, about 500
workers in the UK. Among these were 31 car
component factories in 15 countries outside
the Federal Republic of Germany. It has associated companies or representatives in more
than 130 countries. Its press release makes
clear that it intends to increase the proportion
of its turnover attributable to production abroad
above its current 18%, and to this end will
increase the proportion of its specialist systems investment abroad above the current
28%. It invokes "maintaining international
competitiveness" (Erhaltung der internationalen Wettbewerbsfahigkeit) as the justification
for this - there's obviously a German language
version of Newspeak!
At present it makes such equipment in the
Stuttgart suburb of Feuerbach, and about
4000 people (including suppliers) are dependant on that work. In Wales some people
thought that the timing of the announcement
of the Bosch plant had to do with the Vale of

The 190 acre site at junction 34 of the M4, where the new factory is to be built
Glamorgan by-election (and/or Peter Walker's
political career prospects), but according to
"Stuttgart Aktuell", the Bosch boss Bierich
used the announcement as part of the German
engineering pay round bargaining. He said
that the work was going to Wales because
production was too expensive in Germany,
and because the workers were unwilling to
work at nights or on Sundays. The engineering
bosses are resisting calls for a shorter working week and demanding total flexibility and
work on Saturdays and Sundays.
It's essential that workers in South Wales and
in Germany get together and make it clear to
Bierich that he can't play us off against one
another. Welsh workers will want a 35 hour
week and weekends free too, and are going to

Ty Penderyn, Pen-y-Wain Lane, Roath,Cardiff CF2 3NH

We are Wales oldest Worker Co-operative, having been established
for almost 16 years. We have been printing on recycled paper for 12
years now and like to think we know just a little bit about it. There are
many who are jumping on the green bandwagon who frankly know
more about making money, than they do about recycling. We won't
pull the wool over your eyes. We give frank, honest advice, which will
enable you to get your message into print without damaging either
the environment, or your pocket.

Tel 482582 Fax 499429
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demand their share of the profits made out of
them. Welsh people should demand conditions at least as good as those in Stuttgart
Feuerbach in every respect, including provision for worker representatives on the board.
For these reasons ACTS 4/45 Branch has
proposed the following motion, which was
passed at the June Council:
"Cardiff Trades Union Council deplores the
threatened use of local workers by Bosch
boss Bierich to undercut terms and conditions
of workers in Stuttgart. We support the Stuttgart
workers' struggle against 'flexibility', night and
weekend working, and for a shorter working
week, and demand that the terms and conditions for workers in the new Miskin alternator
plant should be no worse than those of the
workers at the Bosch works in Stuttgart. We
oppose any "no-strike" deal negotiated by fulltime officials purporting to represent workers
who are not yet recruited, and call on them to
avoid competing with one another in selling
these future workers short in order to get a
single-union deal."
Jill Hutt ACTS 4/45

Balance of Payments
figures collapse!

NOT SO BIG MAC

We have lived as a nation in recent
years on our North Sea Oil
revenues. Now that these are
coming to an end, the true state of
our economy is revealed

Constituency Office
now open.
Write or call
to:South Wales Euro Office
199 Newport Road
CARDIFF
CF21AJ
'fi" 490215
'fi" 492560

Freed Trade
Britain's manufacturing industry is too
small. For 200 years we exported more
manufactures than we imported. Now
there is a disastrous reversal and this is a
major factor in the Balance of Payments
deficit which again plummeted in July to
£2,1 OOmiliionand is now running at about
£20 billion per year.

.

A reason given for the failure of the
Labour Government to be re-elected in
1970 was a Balance of Payments deficit
which then amounted to a mere £9 million!
Between 1979 and 1983 investment in
British manufacturing was reduced by
one third and it did not again reach the
1979 level until this year. Increased productivity, which is a natural function of
technological development, caused output of the whole economy to rise by 21 %
over the decade. But manufacturing output rose only by 8%, thus failing to harmonize with the growth in the demand for its
products and causing an explosion in the
demand for imports.
The situation would have been much worse
but for the oil surpluses up until 1984. But
'the oil bonanza may be nearing its end'.
The first quarter of 1989 saw the oil
surplus down to £0.2 billion whereas the
deficit on 'non-oil' trade was £6.1 billion.
(Only four years ago we enjoyed an oil
surplus of £8.1 billion.)
There has also been a sharp fall in 'invisible' trade, which, last year, amounted to
£5.6 billion only.
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In our May 88 issue, we featured one of the
world's most anti-union firms, McDonalds. Well,
the Big Mac smile is not so big now! In Denmark, the fast food giant has had to agree to
recognise the Danish Hotel and Restaurant
Workers Federation. The agreement includes
all existing and future outlets. The victory
followed a 12 Union boycott, which covered
everything from the printing of advertizing,
construction of new outlets, right down to the
supply of milk shakes.
Unions in 16 different countries protested to
Big Mac Corporate HQ. In Finland a consumer
boycott was organised, and in Brazil, food
workers union members gave out leaflets
outside their restaurants.
Dan Gallin, Gen. Secretary of the International
Union of Food and Allied Workers commented,
"The single most important factor for
McDonalds' finally agreeing to behave responsibly, has been the solidarity shown by other
workers in Denmark throughout the dispute.
Such solidarity can organise McDonalds in all
countries where it operates."

Cardiff District Committee
1-3 Fitzalan Place
CARDIFF
Tel: 493015

WORKING TOGETHER IN WALES

Wales Co-operative

Charlie Swain AEU
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Whereas exports rose by 4.5% in the
most recent year, imports increased by
18%. The Government allows itself only
one means to influence market forces,
interest rates. Whereas this does not
improve the Balance of Payments, it crucifies all those who have borrowed money.
If you are repaying a £30,000 mortgage
you will probably have to pay £13 per
week more this year than last. Meanwhile
other nations overtake us in size of national economy. The latest so to do being
Italy.

Wayne David
MEP

Centre provides Free Services to help create employment
Workers' Co-operatives

_
through

Workers' Co-operatives are democratic businesses which two or more people can run,
pooling resources and responsibility. Profits are shared, and each member is personally
involved in the quality of product or service.
Wales Co-operative Centre has Development Officers based in Bangor, Wrexham,
Carmarthen and Merthyr Tydfil, as well as marketing, training and financial advisors
based in Cardiff.

FIND OUT MORE
by phoning Cardiff (0222) 554955.

WALES CO-OPERATIVE CENTRE
CANOLFAN

CYD-WEITHREDOL

m

_

•••

CYMRU

Llandaff Court Fairwater Road, CARDIFF CFS 2XP.
Founded by Wales TUC. Sponsored by the Welsh Office, Welsh Development Agency, Mid-Wales Development, E.E.C., County, Borough and
District Councils of Wales.
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LISTINGS

Each issue features a listings column. Send us
details of your meetings or events, regular or one
off, and we will include it for FREE.

Alternate Mondays at Chapter Arts Centre,
7.30pm, Canton and Riverside CND. Details
from Ann Lukes, tel 221841.

CND. Otley Arms, Pontypridd, 7.00pm.

8.00pm til 12.00pm. £2.50.

Third Thursday each month, Transport House,
7.00pm, Cardiff Trades Union Council.

Friday Nov 10th 7.30pm Temple of Peace.
"Are the Workers of the World United?" The
13th annual Doris Hansen memorial lecture,
by Hamish Richards, who has spent 14 years
working at the ILO in Geneva, and is now
director of the Population Centre at the University of Wales. All Welcome.

Third Thursday each month, Gwaelod-y-Garth
Peace Group, Village Hall, 8.00pm.
Third Thursday each month, Llanishen CND.
Church Hall, Heol Hir, 7.30pm.

First Monday each month, Barry Anti-Nuclear
Group. Venue varies, contact Janis Griffiths tel
Barry 740630.

Every Saturday, 1O.00am til 5.30pm. - Peace
Information Stall run by Cardiff Peace Shop in
the Hayes, opposite Mothercare.

First and Third Monday each month, Penarth
CND. Upstairs lounge, Albert Road Community Centre, 7.30pm.

First Saturday every month, 10.00am til
5.00pm. - Anti Apartheid Information stall run
by Cardiff Anti Apartheid Group, in the Hayes,
next to the Peace Stall.

Second and Fourth Mondays of each month.
Amnesty International, Friends Meeting House,
Charles Street. 7.30pm.
First Tuesday each month, Cardiff Anti-Apartheid Group, Friends Meeting House, Charles
Street at 7.00pm.
First Tuesday of each month, Greenpeace
Support Group. Friends Meeting House, Charles Street, 8.00pm.
Last Tuesday of each month, Cowbridge Peace
Group. Chapel Cottage, Colwinston, 7.30pm.
First and Third Wednesday of each month,
Caerphilly CND. Workers' Hall (Back entrance)
Behind Snooker Hall.
First Wednesday and Third Friday of each
month, Llandaff and Fairwater CND. Venue
details tel 563492.
Second Wednesday of each month, Cardiff
Solidarity with Latin America. The Adult and
Community centre, 28 The Parade, Roath.
Details from Ben Gregory, Tel 598447.
Last Wednesday of each month (except Aug &
Dec), 5.30pm - MSF Insurance Branch meets
at the Oddfellows Club, Newport Rd, Cardiff.
Third Wednesday of the month. Wales - Cuba
Resource Centre meets at the Adult Education
Centre, 28 The Parade, Cardiff, 7.30pm.
Fourth Wednesday of the month - Cardiff Nicaragua Solidarity Campaign meets at the Adult
Education Centre, 28 The Parade, Cardiff.
First Thursday each month, Mid Glamorgan

October

Saturday October 28th. "Wales - United Against
Apartheid" Demonstration and Rallywith Bishop
Trevor Huddleston and Glenys Kinnock, organised by Wales Anti-Apartheid. 1l.30am outside the Law Courts, Cathays Park.
Saturday October 28th. Rally to commemorate the 150th anniversary of the Chartist
Uprising inWales. Pontllanfraith Leisure Centre,
6.45pm. Neil Kinnock, Laurent Fabius, Michael
Foot, Barbara Castle, Jimmy Reid, David Yip,
Gloria Mills.
Saturday October 28th 8.00pm. to 1.00am.
Anti-Apartheid Benefit. Channel View Leisure
Centre, Driscoll Way, Grangetown. Rythm-ites,
De-Boss, Terra Sounds. £3.50
November

Wednesday Nov 8th Public Meeting on the
Latin American Debt Crisis, organised by War
on WantjWales-Cuba Resource Centre, at the
Adult Education Centre; 28 The Parade, at
7.30pm. All Welcome.
Thursday Nov 9th. Music, Poems and Pints
Evening. Riverside Labour Club, Tudor Road,

General Secretary
D. Garfield Davies

UNION OF SHOP DISTRIBUTIVE
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Saturday November 11thSchubert Evening in
aid of the Peace Shop. Tickets from the shop,
£5
Saturday/Sunday Nov 1l/12th "Chesterfield"
Socialist Conference "The Way Forward for
Socialists in the Unions" Sheffield Poly. Registration 1O.OOamSat. Details from 25b Elmore
Street, London Nl 3AW
TuesdayjWednesdayNov

14/15th. Showcase

89 - An Old Persons Eisteddfodd organised by
South Glamorgan Care for the Elderly. Details
from them at 7 St Andrews Crescent, Cardiff
396897.
Saturday November 25th Penarth CND Xmas
Fair, St Augustine's Hall, Penarth.
Tuesday Nov 28th. WTUC Conference/Seminar on Union Membership and Recruitment
practices. Details and credentials from Transport House, Cardiff.
December

Saturday November 4th The Health Service
White Paper. Public Referendum on the White
Paper, organised by Hands off the Health
Service. Voting takes place at Albany Road,
Whitchurch(Merthyr Road), and the Hayes.
Results will be declared at Transport House on
Wednesday. Details from Paul Baines, Cardiff
731717.

JOin f/JrJqwr
(gn
aM RlJAC PorM9It1!/1
President
Syd Tierney

Saturday Nov 11th Anti Poll Tax March and
Rally to present a petition to the Welsh Office.
Details from Bert Pearce, 21 Rhigos Gardens,
Cardiff 226729

Divisional Officer
B. T. Ropke
WALTER PADLEY HOUSE
42 CH~~~~~~TREET

Saturday Dec 9th.
Recall Conference
far, and discuss
from Bert Pearce,
226729

Cardiff Poleaxe the Poll Tax
to assess the campaign so
future strategies. Details
21 Rhigos Gardens, Cardiff

If your meeting's not here, let us know. Write to: The Editor,
c/oDetails Fingerprints, Pen·yWain Lane, Roath, CARDIFF
CF2 3NH. Tel 482582. Fax 499429.
Copy Date for next issue
Thursday December 21st
Please send all copy to:The Editor, c/o Fingerprints
Pen-y-Wain Lane

Cardiff CF2 3NH Tel 482582 Fax499429

...

Cardiff 668 Branch

Greetings to

all
Tradfs l.JtlionNs
in Wales and
Worldwide

Peace

Shop Ltd.
56 Mackintosh Place. Roath
Cardiff. Tel: (0222) 489260
Open Tues - Sat, 1O.OOam - 5.00pm
or call at the caravan in the Hayes
every Saturday.
Tee Shirts, Badges, Stickers, Books,
Magazines, Records, lots of Gift Ideas.
Book ordering service.

